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of the Herakleids to the Peloponnese. Then Archelaos his
son brought the Aiolic expedition across into what is now
Kyzikene territory round Daskylion ; and Gras, his youngest
son, advanced to the river Granikos, and being better
prepared transferred most of his force across to Lesbos
and seized it.
" And Kleues, the son of Doros (!), and Malaos, who
were also descended from Agamemnon, collected their army,
about the same time as Penthilos, but Penthilos' expedition
was first to cross from Thrace into Asia, while the others
spent a long time in the region of Lokris and Mount Phrikion.
Then they crossed over and founded Kyme which is called
Phrikonia after the mountain in Lokris." 1
Thus Strabo. The composite and artificial nature of the
tradition is obvious, with its numerous founders all worked
into one story and duly hooked on to the family of the
Achaian conqueror of Troy, and with its expeditions planned
in the generation following that conquest and then taking
a hundred years to get across the Aegean or to walk
rpund it.
The facts from which the systematizer of this tradition,
whoever he was, must have started, presumably include the
four names, Penthilos, Gras, Kleues, Malaos, and a tradition
that the founders of Aiolis came from central Greece by sea
and—more unexpected—partly from or, as the chroniclers
preferred to say, through Thrace. Penthilos almost certainly
is a historical " first settler" or conquistador, being the
eponymous founder of several if not all of the great houses
of Mitylene 2; and of the other three, Kleues at any rate
bears a name current in Lesbos later—it appears, in the
feminine, Kleuis, as the name of Sappho's baby.3 That he
was " son of Doros " perhaps indicates a contingent from
the Dorians of central Greece in the doubtless very mixed
body of the settlers. The descent from Agamemnon may
of course in the existing state of our ignorance be historical,
1	Str. xiii, 582.
2	Alkaios, frag. 43, 0 ; frag. 48, 9 ; at. Politics, v, 1310.
3	Sappho, frag. 152.
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